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 Responsibility: Two Thirties

 for One Fifty
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 we witnessed firsthand the devastation

 of life, property, and spirit. Since
 September 11, 2001, life in our country has
 chänged dramatically. We now live with
 cumbersome security checks, hyper-vigi-
 lance on our coastlines, and the knowledge
 that we remain vulnerable. Terrorism pre-
 paredness therefore remains in our scope,
 and it is worth noting that chemical agents

 represent more potential for harm and death

 than does radioactive exposure. Emergency
 response, honed and highly efficient, can
 save more lives than ever, but a poor re-
 sponse kills people who might have avoided
 harm with relative ease.

 During the response to the flooding of
 New Orleans in the aftermath of Hurricane

 Ka trina, I listened to doctors and medical

 personnel begging for medicine and assis-
 tance. Hospital patients died - several by the
 hour in one case. No electricity was available

 to power the means of treatment; in-house
 medical supplies were exhausted. Because
 of the lawlessness that prevailed during that

 period, medication could not be delivered.
 This scenario might have been quite differ-
 ent if we had been appropriately prepared
 for emergency response. For example, in-
 frastructure backfill plans can address ad-
 ditional generators, stockpiling of medicine,
 and even plans to circumvent lawlessness
 from interfering with ground and air deliver-

 ies. I spoke with one physician who said the
 Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

 (CDC) was his last resort; he had nowhere
 else to turn. A little piece of our collective
 soul dies when events like these cost lives.

 Our role as environmental health scientists

 is therefore critical to our country's well-be-

 ing when the rules change without warning
 and disaster strikes.

 My knowledge
 doesn't belong to

 me; it's the property
 of every dedicated

 environmental
 health scientist.

 I realize that what I've said is hardly new
 wisdom. But our response must be new, cre-

 ative, and expansive. As an organization,
 we have an opportunity to research and dis-
 seminate NEHA position papers on critical
 topics. Among the topics demanding our
 attention is the issue of terrorism and emer-

 gency preparedness that I have described.
 How can a NEHA policy have any mean-
 ingful effect on terrorism and emergency
 response? - you might ask. NEHA mem-
 bership can craft these papers, producing
 important research and specific recommen-
 dations, and educate state and local gov-
 ernments in the ways they can prepare and

 how national agencies can work with them
 to produce an efficacious response. There
 are other areas that need our attention and

 other issues that I may not yet know of.
 But with making policy as one of our goals,
 NEHA can and will make a difference in our

 country's well-being. The cerebral firepower
 and extraordinary experiences of the NEHA

 membership are one of the finest weapons
 we have. Producing solid research and pub-
 licly stating the resulting recommendations
 is a goal we are very capable of achieving.

 The other goal is to take the wisdom we
 acquire through experience and impart it not

 only outside, but also inside, to one another.
 This is the goal of mentorship. If my term can
 be characterized and remembered as the one

 that moved us to mentorship, I would consid-

 er it a success. I challenge each member over

 50 years of age to mentor at least two members
 under 30. 1 call this the Two Thirties for One

 Fifty Challenge. I lay down this gauntlet be-
 cause my generation will retire in significant

 numbers before many younger members even

 hit the peak of their professional service. I also

 believe mentoring interaction can give both

 parties something of value.

 Now, I fall into the 50-plus generation. I
 hate to admit it. But younger, less experienced

 scientists must remember the refrain of a pop-

 ular country song, "I ain't as good as I once
 was, but I'm as good once as I ever was." To
 the younger scientists: Don't count us Boom-
 ers out of the game. Our heads are loaded with

 valuable knowledge, tempered by experience

 and maturity. The harvest is ripe and ready

 for gathering and the twenty-somethings had

 better start picking our brains before we forget

 what we're so proud of sharing.

 At this stage in my career I know pretty much

 what I'm good at doing and even what I'm not

 good at doing. I try not to fool myself by think-

 ing I'm very smart. For instance, my 60-pound

 redbone coonhound tricks me on a regular
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 President's Message
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 basis by hiding all curled up in a ball, under

 pillows and covers. He thinks I'm pretty dumb.

 As a bachelor, I am humbled, realizing how
 many, many things I don't know, won't know,

 and don't want to know. For example I didn't

 know what a duvet cover was. But two regular

 college guys in T-shirt and jeans appeared on
 the Martha Stewart show for a lesson in how

 to stuff a down comforter into a duvet cover. I

 know this because I was goaded into watching

 and was amazed that these guys knew what a
 duvet cover was and how it worked. I had re-

 ceived a duvet cover as a present a few months
 earlier and didn't know what it was. (It was in

 camouflage, though, so I didn't care.) The gift

 giver noticed I had no idea what to do with it,

 and I got sat down before Martha. When I was

 not much older than those college guys, I was in

 the army and encountered a deadly snake while

 on patrol. I killed the snake and did so quietly

 so that I wouldn't give away our position. I hate

 snakes. But duvet covers are downright evil.

 They're scarier than deadly snakes. So I refuse

 to stuff anything inside the duvet cover, which

 is a fancy French term for something that looks

 like a giant cloth envelope. That's probably why

 my dog can hide so easily in the duvet and why
 I can never find him.

 I concede I'm not as savvy, knowledgeable,
 or sophisticated as today's regular college
 guys. I can and need to learn from others. But

 I am dead sure I possess some wisdom that's
 of value to younger scientists. The important

 point is not that I'm smart or that I'm extreme-

 ly knowledgeable. The point is that whatever

 wisdom I've collected over the years is not my

 personal property. It is the wisdom that be-
 longs to all scientists and it is not for hoard-

 ing while watching others learn the hard way.

 I've already learned the hard way. My knowl-

 edge doesn't belong to me; it's the property of

 every dedicated environmental health scien-
 tist. Mentorship is therefore not something
 nice to do. It's a task we cannot overlook. Let's

 emphasize mentorship this year. So I issue my

 challenge, Two Thirties for One Fifty!

 Presidents are not made overnight. I am
 grateful to my friends at NEHA and the board

 of directors. I've been mentored up the chairs,

 and I know my presidency will benefit from my

 fellows who formerly served as presidents. In

 fact, I think I'm the luckiest guy in the world.

 The loyalty of true friends not only sustains me

 but inspires me to be the same with others.

 Three years ago, when a personal hurricane
 blew into my life, I wasn't sure I'd even survive.

 But I'm here, restored and full of energy, and

 very privileged to serve NEHA as president
 during the 70th year of our association. HÜ
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